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Abstract
Internal site search is an integral part of how users navigate modern sites, from restaurant
reservations to house hunting to searching for medical solutions. Search terms on these sites may
contain sensitive information such as location, medical information, or sexual preferences; when
further coupled with a user’s IP address, this information becomes extremely identifying.
In this talk, I will explore the various ways that websites leak search terms to third parties when a
user submits a search query. My team and I developed a reliable methodology for identifying and
interacting with search components, which we implemented on top of an instrumented headless
browser. We used this crawler to visit the one million most popular websites and analyzed search
term leakage across three vectors: URL query parameters, payloads, and the Referer HTTP
header. We then compared our results to the expected results based on a natural language
analysis of the privacy policies of those websites (where available). I will present the analysis of
the crawl and natural language analysis during the talk, then discuss potential strategies to
possibly improve the situation.
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